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Book Review 

Here’s a story of interest to any spiritual seeker. Rachel Murphy, a delightfully ditsy and disgruntled 
housewife, is swept up in mass hysteria that results from a plague of huntids -- strangely colored flies 
that are linked to terrorism. In the process of dealing with these problems, she meets John Wilcox, an 
unlikely spiritual teacher who winds up changing her life forever. 

It’s a suspenseful story, full of fascinating details about American society in the year 2020. By setting 
the tale in the near future, the author can satirize American life today. She does so gleefully, skewering 
the Religious Right, President Bush and our anorexia culture, among other targets. 

Even if you were as socially clueless as the novel’s heroine, you could also enjoy this story in terms of 
romance, tracking Rachel’s divided loyalties as she finds herself attracted to John instead of her 
husband. Which of the men in her life will win her heart? 

For me, though, the deepest meaning of this richly layered novel involves the pursuit of a spiritual 
teacher. I counted at least six, all gurus in various guises, portrayed throughout the book. 

Rosetree’s story raises consciousness about intensely personal questions for anyone who wishes to 
belong to a spiritual community: 

• How can you know if a teacher is for real? 
• Does spiritual certainty guarantee a message of substance? 
• What is the nature of charisma? 
• How much of mainstream religion involves fear rather than genuine finding? 
• And when religious gurus attract a big following, how can you tell if they have an agenda 

unrelated to their official message? 

One final aspect of The Roar of the Huntids bears mentioning. It’s a book by, and about, an empath. 

Short of Deanna Troi on the TV show “Star Trek: The Next Generation,” before reading this book, I 
didn’t know much about what an empath does. But the author is well equipped to write about empaths, 
since she’s a professional in the field, and one of America’s leaders. 

Whether or not you’re interested in experiencing inside your skin what it’s like to be other people 
(which, Rosetree says, is what an empath does), you’ll enjoy eavesdropping on empaths like John 
Wilcox and, by the end of the story, his star pupil, Rachel Murphy. 

 -- New Times Magazine 


